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Abstract

Conventional wisdom states that deduplication tech-
niques do not yield good storage efficiency savings for
video data. Indeed, even if the video content is the same,
the video files differ from each other due to differences
in closed-captioning, text overlay, language, and video
resolution. Therefore deduplication techniques have not
yielded good storage efficiency savings. In this paper,
we look at the effectiveness of four different deduplica-
tion algorithms on different scenarios. We evaluate fixed-
sized, variable-sized, and two content-aware deduplica-
tion techniques. Our study shows that content-aware and
variable-sized deduplication techniques do provide sig-
nificant storage efficiency savings.

1 Introduction

With1 the proliferation of smart devices and surveil-
lance gadgets, the creation of video data is growing
exponentially. This in turn is increasing the presence
of video data in public clouds and repositories such as
YouTube, Dropbox, and so on. Furthermore, most of
the professionally created digital content like movies,
television shows, and documentaries is stored in video
repositories and is accessed using online streaming video
providers like Netflix, Hulu, and others. In most of these
video repositories, multiple copies of the same video ex-
ist. However, traditional fixed-sized deduplication tech-
niques fail to identify duplicate data because there are
differences in the video copies due to: 1) the presence
of additional audio data, 2) the presence of audio data in
different languages, 3) the presence of textual captions,
4) copies of same video have been recorded by different
DVRs with different commercial/advertisement content,
5) use of different transcoding, and 6) difference in video
frame rate/resolution.

1The work was done when the author was at NetApp.

These differences in video occur in the following use-
cases: 1) cloud storage, such as Dropbox and Google
drive, where multiple copies of videos are stored in a
single repository by different users, 2) streaming video
providers, such as Netflix and Hulu, where several forms
of the same video are stored to accommodate differ-
ent devices, networks, and regions, 3) video production
environments, such as production houses, where multi-
ple editors work on segments of the same RAW video,
4) cloud-based DVR, such as Comcast, where different
users start recording the same movie or TV show at dif-
ferent start times, and 5) video content repository such as
YouTube, where multiple copies of the same video exist.

Thus, conventional wisdom says that deduplication
techniques will not yield high storage savings in video
repositories. In this paper we address the above needs
through the following contributions:

Storage Efficiency for Video Taxonomy: We present
a taxonomy that organizes the related work in storage
efficiency for video data in order to get better insights
into existing video storage efficiency techniques.

Deduplication Algorithm for Video: Next we
present two content-aware deduplication algorithms that
can detect duplicates in the first four use cases listed
above. We develop these algorithms based on the insight
that by leveraging standard metadata encoded in a video
file such as MP4 format, it is possible to overcome the
perceived differences between two video file copies.

Video Deduplication Study: We conduct an experi-
mental study to understand the deduplication possibili-
ties in video files extracted from DVDs. We build differ-
ent dataset mixes to simulate real-world scenarios. We
want to see how well content-aware techniques perform
in comparison to content-unaware techniques. The key
results of our study are that deduplication yields storage
efficiency for video data, and that both content-aware and
variable-sized deduplication techniques are suitable for
deduplicating videos.
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Figure 1: The classification is mainly from the storage efficiency angle. Refer to the text for details of each technique. The shaded boxes are the
techniques evaluated in this paper. The content-aware deduplication at the system level is a new technique that we propose.

2 Classification

We present a classification of video storage efficiency
techniques to better understand the landscape and define
the terminology used in this paper. Figure 1 summarizes
the space of video storage efficiency techniques.

Compression: Video compression is the process of
compressing a large digital video source into a smaller
video file by using coding algorithms. Spatial image
compression removes redundancy in a frame by applying
discrete cosine transform (DCT) [3] or discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) [19, 23]. Temporal motion compensa-
tion identifies changes across frames and stores videos in
a format of a reference frame and a sequence of transfor-
mations on this frame, which are often very small [18,
22]. Video compression can be further grouped into two
categories: lossless and lossy compression, with the lat-
ter being more common.

Quality reduction: This technique reduces file size
by dropping frames or reduce resolution, resulting in
videos that are noticeably worse than the original but are
still considered acceptable in certain applications such as
surveillance [5].

On-demand transcoding: Transcoding is the conver-
sion of a video from one encoding to another. It is used
to match the video file to the task at hand: from video
editing, playing on diverse hardware, playing at differ-
ent size/resolutions, and for varying network bandwidth,
e.g., Netflix encodes a movie as many as 120 times to
handle the variety of hardware and network possible [1].
One approach is to transcode on the fly using a master
copy to the requested format [12].

Deduplication: These techniques remove redundant
data by comparing files in a repository. They can be
applied at the application level or at the system level.
The application-level approach uses knowledge of the
data, by using machine learning to detect similar video
content, to identify redundancy that is not detected at
the system level [13]. This approach has a high com-
puting overhead and may be lossy from a system view-
point, but it saves the most space. System-level dedu-
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Figure 2: Media file layout: The file consists of samples and
sequences. Sample-based chunking offer maximum efficiency while
sequence-based offers low overhead.

plication splits a file into chunks, calculates a signature,
and compares with existing ones. If a match is found,
the chunk is discarded else it is kept. Extensive work
has been done in this area because this technique is ap-
plied for primary and archival workloads [2, 4, 6, 7, 8,
9, 11, 14, 15, 16, 21, 24]. As explained in the next sec-
tion, we use these content-unaware techniques, as well
as build two content-aware techniques, which leverage
the knowledge of video file formats.

3 Deduplication Algorithms

Deduplication splits new files into chunks, compares
hashes of those chunks to existing chunks, and if there
is a match, a pointer to the original chunk is stored
instead of the new chunk. We compare several algo-
rithms: content-unaware, such as fixed-size chunking
and variable-sized chunking, and content-aware algo-
rithms that leverage the structure of the file to chunk the
file. The rest of this section gives an overview of the data
layout of an ISO media file and discusses the algorithms.

The ISO base media file format (MP4) [ISO/IEC
14496-12] is a common file type used to store audio or
video media. Other media file formats follow a similar
layout to the MP4 format, to ensure efficient video play-
back. An MP4 file is organized with a metadata section
and one or more data sections (see Figure 2). The data
section of the file contains interleaved sequences, which
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contain multiple samples of video, audio, or text (closed-
captioning). Given knowledge of the metadata structure
of an MP4 file, it is always possible to construct a list of
samples (the smallest unit of audio, video, or text data)
and sequences (groups of samples of a single type).

In fixed-sized deduplication, we segment the file into
equal-sized chunks of 4096 bytes. Variable-sized dedu-
plication maintains a rolling hash and chunks by using
the Rabin fingerprint [20]; as in LBFS [17], we use a 48-
byte window and an average chunk size of 4096 bytes.
We also develop two content-aware techniques: sample-
based, where each sample within the file is considered
as a separate chunk, and sequence-based, where groups
of samples are considered as chunks. Additional meta-
data in the file is considered as a separate chunk for the
purposes of this technique. Samples offer maximum ben-
efit, while sequences allow efficient streaming and lower
overhead – that is, if the deduplication efficiency is the
same, then sequence-based chunking is better.

4 Evaluation

We evaluate the following deduplication schemes in
terms of deduplication ratio and metadata overhead
on two different datasets: fixed-sized (denoted as F
in figures; variable-sized (V); sample-based (S); and
sequence-based (Q).

4.1 Experimental Setup
The datasets consist of movies and TV episodes gener-
ated using Handbrake [10], an editing and transcoding
tool to generate variations. All files are in MP4 or 3GPP
format. We show the results of MP4 format, although
the results are consistent for both formats. The original
videos are called the Base video set. The Base videos
and the different variations combined contain 202 video
files with a total size of 115GB. The variations can be
classified into two categories: Content variations: Files
generated by modifying the content of Base files. It in-
cludes four types of changes: dubbed - video files with
different languages (variation in the audio segment), res-
olution - video files with varying video resolution (vari-
ation in the video segment), closed-caption - video files
with an additional text segment, and web-optimized - the
video header always precedes the content; Normally the
header can be located anywhere in a video file, but web-
optimized places the header at the start of the file, opti-
mizing it for streaming across the web. Video segment:
Contains files with different start time, end time and sub-
set (both start and end times) compared to base files.

We report deduplication ratio, the ratio of saved stor-
age space to total data size; the ratio is the percent-
age of space saved. For example, if two video files to-

tal 200MB, a deduplication ratio of 30% indicates that
60MB of data is removed and 140MB of data is stored.
We also report metadata-overhead, which is measured
using two numbers: the number of signatures, which
affects lookup performance, and their storage overhead
(additional storage space used). For content-aware dedu-
plication techniques, we further break down storage
savings into different content segments: sample-based/
sequence-based audio and video. For example, assume
that we have two video files with the same video content
but different languages. An ideal content-aware dedupli-
cation algorithm would deduplicate the video segments
and mark the audio segments as unique.

4.2 Content Variations

We run our multiple deduplication algorithms over the
content variation dataset and collect total file size, unique
data size after deduplication, number of signatures, and
storage space occupied by signatures for comparison.

Figure 3(a) shows the deduplication ratio. The x-
axis shows four video variations and the y-axis shows
the deduplication ratio. The first two clusters show the
results obtained using the Dubbed and Closed-Caption
datasets. A total of 28 movies are stored in the Dubbed
dataset. The Closed-Caption dataset contains 30 movies.
In both cases, the fixed-sized technique fails to identify
duplicate content. This is because even a small vari-
ance in video chunks most likely alters the video header
length and subsequently affects all the offsets at which
the fixed-sized technique chunks the video file. Content-
aware techniques differentiate between the audio, video,
and text frames. Thus, in the Dubbed dataset, content-
aware techniques identify the variation in the audio
content, yielding a 43% deduplication ratio. Variable-
sized technique yields 34%, because the audio sequences
placed in between the video sequences break the continu-
ity of duplicate data between a video file and its dubbed
version. Videos in the Closed-Caption dataset contain an
additional text segment, but it contributes only 0.00008%
to the entire file size, so the content-aware and variable-
sized techniques are able to achieve 49.7% and 49.4%.

The Resolution dataset, whose results are shown in the
third cluster, is different from other datasets. Figure 2
shows the average size of audio, video, and text samples
in a video file. With no common video content, dedupli-
cation is possible only on the audio and text of a video
file; that is, the maximum deduplication ratio is 14%. Al-
though audio content at the sample level is the same, it
is reshuffled among sequences, which makes sequence-
based deduplication less effective than the sample-based
technique. In the case of the Web-Optimized dataset, the
entire content is similar but jumbled, where the header
portion is located in a different part of the file; both
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Figure 3: Content variations: The left figure (a) shows the deduplication ratio observed for different content variation datasets. The right figure
(b) shows the corresponding metadata overhead in terms of number of signatures in the signature table.
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Figure 4: Content variations: Ratio of the size occupied by the
signature table to the dataset size.

content-aware and variable-sized techniques find dupli-
cates, while the fixed-size technique finds none.

Figure 3(b) shows the metadata overhead of the dedu-
plication algorithms corresponding to Figure 3(a). The
metadata overhead is expressed as number of signatures
stored in the signature table for each dataset. The sig-
nature count provides a better understanding of lookup
performance. The sequence-based technique has a very
low signature count of 996,941, while other schemes are
higher by at least a factor of two. Figure 4 shows the ratio
of metadata size to the entire data size. Each signature ta-
ble entry records a signature, an offset, and length; fixed-
size chunking does not store length. An entry occupies
116 bytes (20 bytes for signature, 32 bytes for length,
and 64 bytes for offset). In all datasets, the sample-based
technique has the highest overhead, followed by fixed-
sized and variable-sized. The sequence-based technique
has the least overhead (82% lower than sample-based and
65% lower than variable-sized) and has a deduplication
ratio comparable to the sample-based technique.

4.3 Video Segments
Next, we run experiments on videos that vary in their
start times, end times, and both (subset of videos). There
are 18 video files in the dataset.

Figure 5(a) shows deduplication ratio. The first clus-
ter shows the results for videos with different start times.
This dataset has an average of 45.9% overlapping data.
Since the starting times are different, the reference frame
from which the first few samples are encoded also differ;
therefore not all of the overlapping content is dedupli-
cated. Sample-based and variable-sized techniques per-
form the best. The sequence-based technique does not
identify all of the duplicates because the samples within
the sequences are rearranged. The second cluster shows
a dataset containing video pairs that have different end
times. The dataset contains an average of 46.1% over-
lapping data. The starting times are same for the videos,
so the reference frames are identical. Sample-based,
sequence-based, and variable-sized techniques perform
equally well. Specifically, we note that between the
two video files, the sample arrangements within the se-
quences are the same, so sequence-based deduplication
performs as well as sample-based. The third cluster
shows results obtained for a dataset containing pairs of
video in which one video is a subset of the other. The
behavior of this dataset is similar to that of the dataset
with different start times.

Figure 5(b) shows metadata overhead. It is important
to note that the sequence-based content-aware technique
has the least amount of metadata overhead – 83.4% less
metadata compared to the sample-based technique and
65% less compared to the variable-sized technique.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We provide a classification of video storage efficiency
techniques and concentrate on the effect of deduplica-
tion on video files. We overturn the conventional wisdom
that deduplication does not yield benefits for video data
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Figure 5: Video segments: The left figure (a) shows the deduplication ratio. The right figure (b) shows the corresponding metadata overhead in
terms of number of signatures.

by pointing out multiple usecases where video files can
benefit from deduplication. We evaluate the deduplica-
tion benefit using four algorithms: fixed-sized, variable-
sized, and two new content-aware algorithms that lever-
age the video file format. We find that except fixed-
sized deduplication technique, the other three can im-
prove storage efficiency by up to 45%. Variable-sized
deduplication can be applied to any video repository, re-
gardless of the file format. When a file format is known,
content-aware approaches can further reduce storage cost
by 10%. In general, the sample-based content-aware
technique provides the most storage efficiency. The
sequence-based technique trades a small percentage of
storage efficiency for an 81% reduction in signature
metadata. This work has been conducted specifically on
MP4 and 3GPP file formats. In the future, we can verify
the effect of deduplication across file formats and differ-
ent codecs. We would also like to apply deduplication
algorithms to a larger video repository to further validate
our results.
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